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$ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, and K a multiquadratic extension 
of F, i.e., K= F(@, . . . . l/z), for some al, . . . . ar E P. The injection of F 
into K induces a natural map on their Witt rings of quadratic forms, 
r* : WF --f WK. In analyzing the kernel and image of r*, one is led to 
the following diagram of maps: 
In the last term of (1 .l) the product ranges over the subfields L containing 
F of codimension two in K, and s* is the product of the appropriate 
transfer maps: WK --f WL. (This will be described more fully in $ 2.) 
(1.1) is clearly a zero sequence. We shall show (Theorem 2.1) that it is 
“exact for one-dimensional forms,” and is exact if rg2 (Theorem 2.10). 
Indeed, we do not know whether there exist any fields K and F for which 
(1.1) is not exact. 
1 Supported in part by N.S.F., and by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
* Supported in part by N.S.F., and by the Miller Institute for Bask Research. 
8 Supported in part by N.S.F. 
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We define F to be strongly l-amenable if (1.1) is exact for every multi- 
quadratic extension K of F. Our interest in strongly l-amenable fields 
is motivated by the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let F be a jield all of whose finite extensions are strongly 
l-amenable. Then, for any rational function Jield K= F(xI, . . ., x,,), the 
natural map i&-K + H2(K, 2) is an isomorphism. 
Here, kaK denotes “Milnor’s ka” in [Ml, and Hz(K, 2) is isomorphic to 
the subgroup of elements of order < 2 in the Brauer group of K. Theorem A 
is proved in $ 2 (see (2.5)) using some earlier results of Arason [A]. 
In $5 3-4 we establish the strong l-amenability of several classes of 
fields. The principal results in 8 3 are Theorems B and C (see (3.4) and (3.7)). 
THEOREM B. Any Jield F with B(F) < 2 is strongly l-amenable. 
The Hasse number of F, C(F), is the supremum of the dimensions of 
the totally indefinite anisotropic quadratic forms over F (cf. [ELP] and 
PI). Theorem B applies, for instance, to fields of transcendence degree 1 
over the real numbers. 
THEOREM U. Any global $el& F is strongly 1-amenuble. 
In $ 4 we oonsider excellent fields. A field F is defined to be excellent 
if every field extension K/F is an excellent extension (in the sense of 
[ELWll, [ELWSI) or, equivalently, if every quadratic form over F is 
excellent (in the sense of [K]). We prove (Theorem 4.6) that if F is an 
excellent field then every quadratic extension of F is also excellent. Prom 
this we deduce that excellent fields are strongly l-amenable. t 
Most notations used in the paper are standard in quadratic form theory. 
All fields F are assumed to have characteristic #2. We write WP for 
the Witt ring of F, and use the same symbol for a quadratic form and 
its image in WP. The fundamental ideal of even-dimensional forms in 
W.8’ is denoted by IF, and its nth power by InF. The latter is additively 
generated by P,(F), the set of n-fold Pfister forms 
((al , . . . . ad):= jl (&at) (a~@. 
The Boolean space of orderings of F will be denoted by Xg. The u-invariant, 
u(F), is the supremum of {dim p,) as pl ranges over the F-anisotropic 
forms with sgn, v=O for every OL E XF. We assume the reader is familiar 
with the basic properties of SAP fields (cf. [EL& [KRW]). 
Given an extension field K of P, r* : WJ’ + WK denotes the functorial 
map (sending v to qx), and W(K/P) denotes the kernel of P*. A K-form 
y is said to be &j&d over F if there exists an F-form v with y isometric 
to P)K. The anisotropic part of p is denoted by van, and the K-anisotropic 
of plK by (q&n. We say that K is an excellent extension of F if for every 
F-quadratic form v, (&a,& is defined over F. 
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For general background on quadratic forms, and other undefined 
terminology, we refer the reader to [L]. 
8 2. STRONU I-AMENABILITY 
This section will be devoted to a study of the concept of strong l-amen- 
ability as defined in the Introduction. We start with the following exact 
sequence theorem for the square class group under a finite multiquadratic 
extension K/F: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Cl be a $nite subgrvup of P/32, and let K = F(vG) = 
= F( (I/s: g E G}). Then the following sequence is exact : 
Here, L ranges over all codimnsion 2 subfields of K containing F, and N 
is defined by the nom maps INK/L). 
PROOF. Clearly, (2.2) is a zero-sequence. The exactness at $‘/@ follows 
by Kummer Theory. For the exactness at g/J@, we induct on [Cl = [K: Fj. 
If lGl=2, this follows essentially from “Hilbert 90” (cf. [L: p. 2031). For 
jG( > 2, fix a field E 1 F of codimension 2 in K; then K=E(va) for some 
a E G. Let xZ@ E ker N. We want to show that z E $‘. 82. By “Hilbert 90” 
(the case ]G] =2), we may assume that x E 8. If we can show that 
(2.3) NE/M(X) E niE2 for any jield M r> F of co&men&on 2 in E, 
then, by the inductive hypothesis, x E P.22 C P. &4, and we are done. 
To show (2.3), write E=M(vb), h w ere b E G. Let L be either M(va) or 
iKQ/s); then [K: .24=2, and K=L(l/b). Since x E l?, we have clearly 
Nx,~(x)=N&x) E&J. If NE/M(X) +4&r, then by [L: p. 2021, 
NE&X) E ai@ A abi@, 
which implies that b fz @, a contradiction. Thus, NE/M(X) E i@, proving 
(2.3). QED 
In analogy to (2.2), we consider a similar sequence for Witt rings 
associated with the multiquadratic extension K = F(vG) : 
Here, 8* is defined by the family of transfer maps (6”). If K=L(l/b) 
(b E G), $x/L = s is taken to be the L-linear functional defined by s( 1) = 0, 
s(vb) = 1. This depends on the choice of I/b (instead of - p’b) as a generator 
for K/L. However, ker (a’/“) will be independent of the choice we make; 
in fact, ker (~5”) = im ( WL --f WK) [L: p. 2011, and, by the excellence 
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of L/K [ELWi: (2.2)(b)], this consists of all R-forms which are deflned 
over L. 
The sequence (2.4) is clearly a zero-sequence. In [ELWl], we defined 
F to be l-amenable if (2.4) is exact at WF (for all finite multi-quadratic 
extensions).* It turns out that the exactness of (2.4) at the next term, 
WR, is also of great interest. Thus, let us define F to be stmnglg l-amenable, 
if (2.4) is long exact for all finite multiquadratic extensions K/F. In view 
of the observation made in the last paragraph, the exactness of (2.4) 
at WK amounts to the following condition: If a K-form y is defined over 
every L Z, F of co&me&on 2 in K, then r+~ E im (WF + WK). Note that, 
by (2.1), this is automatically true if dim 9, = 1. In general, (2.1) implies 
that det v E J’s@. 
Let @: lczF + Hz(F, 2) be the map defined by Milnor in [M, $ 61. Here 
kzF denotes Milnor’s KsF modulo 2, and H2(F, 2) denotes the mod 2 
cohomology of the Galois group of the separable closure of F. It is well- 
known (e.g., [S: p. 1631) that H2(F, 2) is isomorphic to the subgroup of 
elements of order < 2 in the Brauer group of F. Also, k2F g PF/PF 
according to Milnor [M: Th. 4.11. Via these identifications, gp is precisely 
the “Witt invariant” map in [L: p. 1201. 
We have proved in [ELWi: Th. 3.41 that if F is l-amenable then 9p 
is an injection, and in [ELWi: Cor. 4.161 that if every algebraic extension 
of F is amenable then gF is an isomorphism. However, to check the 
amenability of F would involve working with transcendental field ex- 
tensions. Theorem A may be considered an improvement on [ELWi: 
Cor. 4.151 in that the condition of strong l-amenability involves only 
algebraic extensions of F. 
(2.6) THEOREM A. Let PO be a field all of whose jinite extenkons are 
strongly l-amenable. Then, for any rational function field K = FO(XI, , . . , x,,) 
(n>O), gK: k2K --f H2(K, 2) is an isomorphi8m. 
The proof of this theorem will exploit several earlier results of Arason 
[A]. By Arason’s observation at the end of [A: $ 41, it is enough to prove 
(2.5) for n=O, i.e., to prove that SF0 is an isomorphism. To do this, let 
us first recall the “I-sequence” for an arbitrary quadratic extension 
E= F(va). If we write InF=.lnF/I*+lF, there is a zero-sequence 
. . . + In-1F ((-@)'+ InF ?!!& fnE & fnF + . . . . 
where, as usual, ?* denotes the functorial map, and 8* the transfer map. 
Let FO be a given field. According to the proof of [A: Satz 4.191, SF,, till 
be an isomorphism if, for any tower E 3 F 3 FO where [F: PO] coo and 
* Note that if {a‘} generatea G, then F(lCJ) = P( {VG}) and zte WP.(( -g))= zg WF. 
((-at)) (see, e.g., [ELWa, (Ll)]). Thus, the definition of l-amenability given in 
[ELWl] is tmmount to the exactness of (2.4) at WP. 
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[E: Fj = 2, the above sequence is exact at the first occurrence of f2F and at 
12E. Thus, it is enough to prove these exactness properties under the 
hypotheses on PO in (2.5). This will be accomplished by the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E/F be any quccdratic extelzsion. (1) If F is l-amenable, 
then IlF -+ 12F + 174E is exact. (2) If F is strongly l-amenable, and all 
its jinite multiquadratic extensions are l-amenable, then I2F + f2E + 42F 
is exact. 
PROOF. The conclusion of (1) means that the quadratic extension E/F 
is “exact” in the sense of [EL4]. The fact that this holds for l-amenable 
fields F was already observed in [ELWi] (last remark in $ 3). Let us, 
however, give a somewhat more explicit argument here. Consider the 
commutative diagram : 
IlF - 12F - 12zE 
4 4 4 
Hl(F, 2) + IP(F, 2) + P(E, 2) 
Here, the lower sequence is known to be exact (e.g., [A: Cor. 4.6]), and 
the tist vertical map is well-known to be an isomorphism. As we have 
observed before, the l-amenability of F implies that the middle vertical 
map is an injection. From this information, it follows from a simple 
diagram chase that the upper row IlF + 42F + I2E is exact. 
To prove (2.6) (2), we need a crucial lemma : 
LEMMA 2.7. Let F be any Jield, and q,~ be a form over a Jinite extension 
E 3 F. Then there exists a finite multiquadratic extension K 3 F and an 
E-form v’ of dimension Q [E: F] such that P)K.B=&.I E W(K- E). 
PROOF. We may assume that E/F is separable (if not, we can replace 
E by the separable closure of F in E). Take a primitive element 8 so 
E=F[@ There exists a diagonalization v g (fl(O), . . . . f,(e)) where each 
degfr<n=[E: F]. W e may assume this diagonalization is so chosen that 
the r-tuple (deg fl, . . . . deg f,.) is smallest possible in the lexicographical 
ordering of Zr. The proof will be carried out by induction on dim q =r 
and on bv:=(deg fl, . . . . deg fr). 
If r<n, the lemma is trivial, so assume r >n. By the Pigeon-hole 
Principle, there exists a subscript i such that deg ft =deg fr+l. Say 
fr=b,@+...+bo, ft+l=cmOm+...+co, 
where bmcm E P. If m = 0, (fr, ft+l) will be hyperbolic in F(v - bmcm). In 
this case, we can “replace” v by the lower dimensional form <fl, . . . , fr-1, 
f (+s, . ..) and invoke the inductive hypothesis (on dim q) to finish. In the 
following, we may thus assume m > 0. 
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Let fi = -cmf&,, and @= (fl, . . . . ft-1, A, ft+l, . ..>. We may “replace” Q, 
by ij? since they become isometric over R-F(I/- &cm). If h+ ft+l= 0, @ 
will be E-isotropic and we are done as before. If f4 + ft+l = g # 0, (A, fr+l) s 
{g, ghf4+l) with deg g<m. Then b@<bp, and we can invoke the inductive 
hypothesis (on a~,) to Cnish. QED 
We now resume the proof of (2.6). For E and F as in (2.6) (2), let 3 
be the family of finite multiquadratic extensions of F which contain 
E= F(va). Let q be an E-form in PE which transfers into ISF. There 
exists a field K e Q such that vx is hyperbolic. (The lemma says that 
we can pick R E $j to insure dim (y&m< [E: F] = 2. The fact that 
(v&n =vx E 12E implies that (P)x)an = 0). The family &= {E E 313~ E I2F 
such that CJ3x = ylx (mod IaK)} is therefore non-empty. Let Es be a field 
in &, of the smallest possible degree over F. We will be done if we can 
show that K,,= E. 
Assume KO 1 E. Then there exists a field K between KO and E with 
[Ko: K] = 2. Say KO = K(l/b), b E P. We claim that 
(2.8) For any field L 1 F of codimenaion 2 in K, 8fiL(yg) E PL. 
To prove this claim, we consider the following two cases: 
Case 1. L I 1. In this case Q, is defined over L, so &‘L(y,g)= 0. 
Case 2. L $Z E. Then E = F(va), K =L(la), so $/“(tp,K)= (8$‘P(y))L. 
By assumption, #r(~) E PF, so &‘L(f$Jx) E FL. This proves (2.8). 
From plxO = yxo (mod PRO), we have @x - $iJx E ker (12K + 12Ko). Since 
K is l-amenable, the first part of our proof shows that ker (PK + f2Ko) = -- 
=((-b)).IlK. Th us, pig-yK c ((-b, x)) (mod PK), for some 2 E g. For 
any field L 2 F of codimension 2 in K, we have 
.SF’L(( -b, 2)) E 8:‘L(qK-y)K) (mod LeL) 
E 8f’L(vx) G 0 (modPL), 
by (2.8). But L$‘“(( - b, 2)) = st”( - b, 2, - bx) is given by a 6-dimensional 
form, so by [P: Satz 14(3’)], s:‘~(( - b, x))=O E WL. Since this holds for 
all fields L 2 F of codimension 2 in K, the strong l-amenability of F 
implies that (( -b, x)) = t& WK for some (even dimensional) form z over 
F. Write z =((c))+t’ where c E E, and z’ E PF. Then ((c))x E PK implies 
((c))K= 0, so ((-b, z))=&. we now have 
~JK = y~+((- b, 4) (mod PK) 
= (y 1 z’)g (mod PK), 
where y 1 z’ E PF. This shows that K E &,, contradicting the “minimal” 
choice of Ko. The proof of Theorem 2.6 i8 now complete. 
To close this section, we return to the zero sequence (2.4), and shall 
prove that it is a1way.s exact in case K is a biquadratic extension of F 
(i.e., K=F(lU) where Q is a subgroup of order 4 in p/Ps). Thus, if there 
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exist fields P which are not strongly l-amenable, the sequence (2.4) can 
fail to be exact only for [al> 8. To prove the exactness for [Ul = 4, we 
need an ideal theoretic lemma in Witt rings. 
LEMMA 2.9. For a, b E P, we have an equation 
(( - a)) - ann(( - b)) = (( - a)) IV’ n (( - ab)) WJ’ (“ann” = a&Ml&r). 
PROOF. We may assume that b 4 @ (for otherwise both sides of the 
equation equal (( - a))BV). Let y = (( - a)). p where y E ann(( - b)). Then 
b.vEy and so 
This proves the inclusion 2 in (2.9). For the reverse inclusion, note that 
&-4c))WF n ((-WWF is g enerated by a-fold Pfister forms [WS: Th. 31. 
Thus, it suffices to show that any 9 E P&27’) n ((-a))WF n ((-ab))WJ’ 
lies in (( -a)).ann(( - b)). Write v g ((-a, y)) E (( -ab, z)), for suitable 
y, z E p (see [ELI : Th. 2.11). By Witt cancellation, -ab is represented 
by (--a, y, - ay), so we may assume that - ab is represented already by 
( -a, y). This gives (( -ay)) e ann(( - b)), and therefore, 
veN-a,y>>~((-a, - ay)) E (( - a)). ann(( - b)). QED 
THEOREM 2.10. For a, b E P and K= F(va, p’b), the following Witt ring 
863qUfSW is exact: 
0 +((-a))WP+((-b))WF --f WB’+ WK % WF(va) @ 
WF(vb) @ WF(@i) 
(Q is dejhed by the three tranefere). 
PROOB. If ab E ps, this is the usual exact sequence for a quadratic 
extension. Thus, we may assume that [K: FJ = 4. In this case, the exactness 
of the above sequence at WF was already proved in [ELWi: Cor. 2.121. 
We shall now establish the exactness at WK. The argument below may 
be viewed as a generalization of that used in the proof of (2.1). 
Let p E ker (se). For E=F(vb), there exists an E-form, 91, such that 
q=plg E WK. Let L be either F(la) or F($h). Since K=L(vb), E=F(fl), 
we clearly have O=e,gl”(q) =$“(~)z,, i.e., #“(pl) E W(L/lr). Consequently, 
by (2.9): 
sf”(pl) E((-a))WF n((-ab))WF=((-a)).ann,,((-b)). 
Now ann,&( - b))=im (#r) [ELz: Cor. 2.61, so we may write s?(v) = 
G-a>>d?‘(y) f or some y E WE. By Frobenius reciprocity, 
$‘“(cp - (( - a))y) = 0. 
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By the quadratic case, q~ - (( - a))~ = qi, for some q’ E WF. Going from E 
to K, we obtain q= P)K =q& E WK, as desired. QED 
In general, if we try to suppress one of the three intermediate fields, 
say F(@), the resulting sequence 
(2.10’) WF --f WK + WF(va) @ WF(vb) 
may no longer be exact. To discuss this, we consider two cases: 
(1) Assume that (a, b) repruents 1 over F, say a&+bv2= 1 (u, v E F). 
Then the l-dimensional K-form q= (1 + vvb) transfers to zero in WF(va) 
and WF(lb), but to non-zero in WF(@i). Thus, q .$ im (WF + WK). 
(2) Assume that (a, b) does not represent 1 over F. Then 
(2A): (2.10’) is exact (at WK) for l-dimensional form, but 
(2B): non-exact (in general) for higher &men&ma1 form. 
For (2A), assume that q=(x) transfers to zero in WF(l/a) and WF(vb). 
We may assume that x E F(vb), and so lVr(n,,r (x) E P v a@. Since 
(1, -b) (the norm form of F(vb)/F) d oes not represent a, we must have 
iVraa,,r (z) e Ps, so (x) is defined over F. To give an example for (2B), 
let F =q, a= - 1 and b = 7. Clearly, ( - 1, 7) does not represent 1, since 
7 is not a sum of two squares in 9. Consider the K-form q=((y, 2)) where 
y= 2+1/7. This form is defined over F(l/b) so, of course, 8f’rtV*’ (q) =O. 
Let L be either F(va) or F(II;Eb). Th en, for some c E 4 (depending on L), 
e$‘L(q)=c((3, 2))~ s ~((1, 1))~. This splits for L=F(va)=q(p), but not 
for L=F($i&)=Q(vY), since 7 is not a sum of three squares in 9. Thus, 
q transfers to zero in WF(va), WF(lb), but q 4: im (WF --f WK). If we 
want a similar example with lower dimension, simply replace q by its 
binary subform y( 1, 2). 
0 3. EXAMPLES OF STRONGLY ~-AMENABLE FIELDS 
To lend some more credence to the notion of strong l-amenability, we 
shall establish in this section several classes of examples of strongly 
l-amenable fields. In general, we do not know if there exists any field 
at all which is not strongly l-amenable. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a SAP field, and K/F be a Gal&e extension (not 
necessarily of jinite degree) with aalois growp Q. Let y be a K-form such 
that p E (WK)G. Then there exists a K-ieometry pl g ~0 1 y, where y is 
deJined over F and dim ~0 <g(K). 
PROOF. We may assume that G(K) = n < 00 and dim v > n (for otherwise 
we can choose qo= p and y = 0). The hypothesis p E ( WK)G implies that, 
if LY, a’ E Xx have the same restriction to F, then sgn, pl= sgn,, v. (Note 
that OL, 0~’ are conjugate under the action of a: of. proof of [ELWs: Th. 4.61.) 
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Let A = {a E Xx: v is positive deiinite at cw}, and B= XR\A. These are 
closed sets in Xx, and by the restriction map ax/~: Xh + XF, they map 
onto disjoint closed sets in XF. (&K/F is a closed mapping: see [ELWa : 
Th. 4.11). Since P is SAP, there exists a E .8’ such that a is positive on 
ix/~(A), and negative on &K/F(B). By inspection, v 1 ( -U)K is totally 
indefinite over K. Since dim (p’ 1 (-a)~) >n=C(K), QI J- ( -a)x must 
be K-isotropic. Thus, v g (a)K 1 q’ for some K-form v’ (necessarily in 
(WK)G), and the induction proceeds. QED 
Note that, since we need only signature information on p, the hypothesis 
in the lemma could have been weakened to v E ( Wred K)G, where WredK 
denotes the reduced Witt ring of K (i.e., WK modulo torsion). If we 
apply the argument above to l-dimensional forms v, and use the Artin- 
Schreier Theorem, we deduce 
COROL~Y 3.2. Let K/F and a be as above, and a(K) be the group of 
(non-zero) aurns of squares in K. Then P/$2 --f (g/o(K))G is surjective. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let E/F be a quadratic extension. Then ii(F)<2 i8 
G(E) < 2. 
PROOF. Let F’ = F(vx), and E’=E(vx). By [ELP: Th. F], ii(F) ~2 
is equivalent to u(F’) < 2. Thus, it is sufficient to know that u(F’) Q 2 iff 
u(E’)g2. This follows from [ELa: Th. 4.3, Th. 4.111. QED 
(3.4) THEOREM B. Any jeld F with C(F)<2 is strongly l-amenable. 
PROOF. It is known already [ELWa: Cor. 3.41 that F is l-amenable. 
To show strong l-amenability, let K be a finite multiquadratic (hence 
Galois) extension of F, and let pl be a K-form lying in ker (8:“) for every 
L I F of codimension 2 in K. We claim that pl E ( WK)G, where C = Gal (K/F). 
In fact, if g E C\(l), the fixed field L= Kg has codimension 2 in K. By 
hypothesis, v is defined over L, so 9~ e q, as claimed. 
By [ELP: Th. F(7)], F is SAP, and by successive applications of (3.3), 
ii(K)<2. Thus, by (3.1), we have a K-decomposition v E ~0 J- v, where 
y is defined over F and dim ~a< 1. If dim TO= 0, we are done, so assume 
p70 E (x) (x e K). Clearly, (2) E ker (a*“/“) for every L 1 F of codimension 
2 in K. By (2.1), x~p.82, so q is defined over F. QED 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let F be a Jield of trawcendence degree 1 over a here- 
ditarily euclidean* jield. Then F is strongly l-amenable. 
* A field P ia euclidean if F is formally real and I3?/@j = 2. F is hereditarily eudidean 
if F and all its formally real finite extensions are euclidean. 
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PROOF. By [ELP: Th. F and Th. I], we have c(P)<2. QED 
Our next result is that global fields are strongly l-amenable. We start 
with the local case: 
PROPOSI!CION 3.6. I/ lf' is R, C or any &~-a&c field (i.e., a$eki? c#?@ete 
with respect to a rank 1 di8W& valuation with jinite re&i&e chz88 field), 
then F is strongly l-amenable. 
PROOF. This is trivial for R or C, so assume F is a p-adic field. Let 
q be an anisotropic form over a finite multi-quadratic extension K 2 F, 
such that q is defined over every L 5 F of codimension 2 in K. Since 
every ternary L-form becomes isotropic over K [L: p. 1571, we have 
dim q<2 and either q g (2) or q E (1, x) where z E K. From (2.1), it 
follows that x E %’ e K*, so q is defined over F. QED 
(3.7) THEOREM c. Any global field F is strongly l-amenable. 
PROOF. We already know that F is l-amenable [ELWi: Cor. 3.21. 
For strong l-amenability, let K be a finite multiquadratic extension of F. 
Observe that it ie suficient to prove exactness of (2.4) at WK for 4-dimensional 
K-forms. In fact, the case of dimension 6 3 can be reduced to the 4dimen- 
sional case by adding (l)‘s, and the case of dimension > 5 can be reduced 
to dimension < 3 by (3.1), since, by Meyer’s Theorem, G(K) = 4 (cf. proof 
of (3.4)). 
The treatment of 4-dimensional forms is analogous to that given in 
[ELWi: Th. 2.131. Let q be a 4-dimensional K-form de&red over every 
L 1 F of codimension 2 in K. By (2.1), we may assume that d=det (q) E %‘. 
As in the proof of (3.4), we have q E (WK)Q, where U=Gal (K/F). 
Let ‘$ be any prime place of K (finite or i&mite), and p its restriction 
to F. By (3.6), the completion Fp is strongly l-amenable, and qxqp is 
defined over F,. Take an F,,-form y4 such that (yo)xFg E qxg. Note that 
yp “works” for all primes of K extending $J. (If ‘$3’ is another extension, 
then !@, !#’ are conjugate under U, but q is invariant under a.) Clearly, 
yp may be chosen with det yp = d. Also, whenever possible, choose yp so 
that ~$,(y,) = 1, where ~!9~ denotes the local Hasse invariant (see [OM: 
p. 1671). There are two caees: 
(1) F&,l=l ( i.e., p splits completely in K). In this case, there 
is no choice about yp. However, 8&yp) =8,&x@), which is = 1 for almost 
all such p. 
(2) [KB: F,] > 1. Here, we can always arrange 8&J = 1 or - 1, which- 
ever we wish. To see this, fix a 4-dimensional anisotropic form, v, over Fp. 
(This exists since F, is either R or a &adic field.) Since qx@ is defined 
over Fp, it is isotropic over KQ. If d E @@, we can take yq to be either 
97 or 2 H, which have opposite Hasse invariants. If d $ K&, there are 
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two F,,-forms c( 1, -d) 1 H with opposite Hasse invariants, each of which 
must map to qgl in K,. 
It follows that we can arrange that X,(yJ = - 1 occurs at only a $&e, 
even number of prime places p. For, since [K: FJ > 2, the “Global Square 
Theorem” [OM: p. 1821 implies that case (2) above actually occurs for 
some p, so we have room to “adjust” S&y+,) to get the desired parity. 
Now, by the Global Existence Theorem [OM: p. 203]*, there is an F-form 
y such that 7~~ s y. for each prime p of B. Then qgQ g (yJ& c ye 
for all K-primes ‘$, and the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem implies that 
q s yg, i.e., q is de6ned over 3’. QED 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let F be either a global $eld or a jield of transcendence 
degree 1 over the real numbers. If K is a Jinite m&quadratic extension of 
F, then a K-form ie de$ned over F if it is dejlned ouer all Jields L 2 F of 
co&men&on 2 in K. 
PROOB. Since K/F is an excellent extension [ELWs: Cor. 6.41, this is 
immediate from Theorems B and C. QED 
In closing this section, we mention without proof two other types of 
strongly l-amenable fields. First, suppose F is a field with a henselian 
valuation, with residue field 3: if F is strongly l-amenable then F is 
strongly l-amenable. This can be proved using the generalization of 
Springer’s Theorem and standard valuation theoretic techniques. Second, 
F is strongly l-amenable if F is a field of type C in the sense of [OVaJ, 
i.e., if WF is a group ring over Z/nZ, where n = 0, 2, or 4. By specializing 
to the case of group rings over Z, it follows that every superpythagorean 
( = strictly Pythagorean) field is strongly l-amenable. 
§ 4. EXCELLENT FIELDS 
This last section will be devoted to a study of excellent fields, as defined 
in the Introduction. We shall use the Witt ring exact sequence (2.10) 
for biquadratic extensions to show that the class of excellent fields is 
closed under quadratic extensions, and then show that excellent fields are 
strongly l-amenable. First, we give several alternative characterizations 
for excellent fields. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any Jield F, the following statements are eqdvalent: 
(1) F is excellent. 
* In [O&Z], The Global Existence Theorem is proved only for number fields. However, 
the arguments in [OM] also apply to the function field case, once one knows that the 
Hilbert Reciprocity Law holds for function fields. A proof of this can be found in 
[W: p. 266]. 
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(2) Any anisotropic 4-dimelzsional F-form has determinant= 1 (E P/$‘s). 
(3) Every quadratic extension of F is a splitting Jield for every F-quuternion 
algebra. 
(3’) Every ternary F-form becomes isotropic over every quadratic extension 
of F. 
(3”) For any a E P\$Q, 12F =(( -a)).jlF. 
(4) The power series field F((t)) is a linked jield. 
(5) For any quadratic extension E/F, 5:‘“: I2E -+ 12F is inject&e. 
If F is a formally real jield, the above conditions are each equivalent to: 
(6) F is an euclidean jield (i.e., formally real, with IP/P21= 2). 
PROOF. (1) + (2) already appeared in [ELWi: Th. A. 141, and (2) + 
+ (3) + (4) in [E : Prop. 4.101. (3’) and (3”) are clearly minor reformu- 
lations of (3). (Note that, in Milnor’s notation in [Ml, (3”) can be para- 
phrased in the form k$‘=l(a)klF, for any a E P\.@‘z.) If F is formally real, 
(2) e(6) is clear from [ELWi: (A.14) (Case l)]. We complete the proof 
by showing (5) a(3). 
(5) * (3) follows easily from the zero-sequence 12F + IzzE -+ 12F. 
(3) + (5) : If F is formally real, then F is euclidean and [E: F] = 2 
implies that E is quadratically closed [L: p. 254, Exer. IS]. Then IzE=O, 
and the conclusion of (5) becomes a tautology. We may thus assume that 
F is nonreal, in which case (3) (-+ (1)) yields u(F) 94 (see [ELWi: (A. 14) 
(Case 2)]. We claim that u(E) ~4 also. In fact, let v be any E-form of 
dimension 5. By a familiar transfer argument (see, e.g., [ELs: proof of 
(4.3)]), we see that q~ contains a ternary E-subform which is defined over 
F. By (3’), this subform must be E-isotropic, so v is also E-isotropic. 
From this, it is clear that E is a linked field, so every element in 12E is 
represented by some y = ((x, y)) (x, y E 8). Assume that S;‘“(q) = 0 E 123. 
By the same transfer argument used above, we may assume that x E 9. 
Then, by Frobenius reciprocity, and [ELz: Lemma 2.41: 
(4.2) PJ’ 3 d?“(y) =((x)>>dF((y)> = b((x, -NE/F(~))) 
for some b E P. This implies that ((2, -NJ&Y))) is F-hyperbolic, i.e., 
sP’(y)=O. By [L: p. 2011, y is defined over F. Then by (3’), ‘y must be 
E-isotropic, and hence E-hyperbolic. QED 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let F be a non-real excellent $eld, and E = F(va) be a 
quadratic extension. Then iis”/“: 12E + 12F is an isomorphism. . 
PROOF. It suffices to show that $7 ES* -“lp(12E) for any v E I’s(F). Since 
u(F) ~4, q~ represents a and so q.+ (the pure subform of q~) represents a 
value of - 11 where 7 = (1, -a) is the norm form for E/F. Therefore, 
q s ((x, -N&y))) for some x E P and y E B. We conclude, as in (4.2), 
that Q = #“((z, y)). QED 
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In [F], Frijhlich defined a field F to be a Hilbert Jield if F has a unique 
non-split quaternion algebra such that the associated Hilbert symbol is 
non-degenerate. From Frohlich’s results, it is clear that Hilbert fields are 
excellent. The converse is true for formally real fields (since, in the formally 
real category, Hilbert fields and excellent fields both reduce to euclidean 
fields !) One may naturally ask : is the converse also true for non-real fifdd8 ? 
For this, we must, of course, exclude non-real fields F with u(F)<2, 
because these fields are trivially excellent, but not Hilbert. The correct 
form of the question is, therefore: 
(4.4) QUESTION. If F is a non-real excellent field with u(F) > 2 (i.e., 
with u(F) =4), is F then Hilbert? (The real issue is: does such F have a 
unique anisotropic a-fold Pfister form 2) 
The answer to this is known to be affirmative in case I$/$“1 coo, by 
a remarkable result of Cordes [C: Th. 5-J. (In fact, Cordes’ result settles 
even a “radical” version of (4.4)). Unfortunately, the answer to (4.4) has 
remained unknown for excellent fields F with jP/paI = co (which do exist 
in nature). 
By another result of Cordes [C: Prop. 51, and Cordes-Ramsey [CR: 
Th. 3.81, if F is a non-real Hilbert jield, then 80 is every quadratic extension 
of F. We shall now prove an analog of this for excellent fields: 
THEOREM 4.5. If F is an excellent jieid, so is every quadratic extension 
LIP. 
PROOF. If F is formally real, it is euclidean, and [L: F] = 2 implies 
that L is quadratically closed. Thus, we may assume that F is non-real. 
Say L = F(va) ; we want to prove that any y E Pz(L) splits over any qua- 
dratic extension K=L(vb) (b EL,). Since u(F)< 4, the usual transfer 
argument shows that I$ (the pure subform of 9) represents an element 
in P; say ~~((c,x)) (CEES, xEL). 
CASE 1. N&b) $ $2. Consider the transfer 
8;‘“bw d- (6) = a@, - ~LIPWN I 4( -NLIF@))), 
where d, e E $‘. This form has determinant -iVLp(b) # -22, so its Witt 
index must be >2, since any 4-dimensional anisotropic F-form has 
determinant 1. Thus, x((c)) 1 (b) g (f, g, y) for some f, g E 3, and y E J% 
Adding (c), we have vx E (b, c)K 1 x((c))K c (c, f, g, y)K. This is iso- 
tropic (hence hyperbolic) over R, since (c, f, g)x is defined over F (see 
(4.1) (3’)). 
CASE 2. N,&b) E $2. Then b E $‘. 82, so we may assume b E P. The 
transfer s~‘~(v) g d((c, -iV~&x))) splits in both F(l/a) and F(@) (by 
(4.1) (3)), so CpK is defined over F(ia), F(@J), &a well as F(l/b). By (2.10), 
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there exists an (anisotropic) F-form, v, such that vx=qSJx E WK. If 
dim v< 3, this shows that Q1x is isotropic, hence hyperbolic. If dim y=4, 
then, up to a scalar multiple, y E Pz(F) so (4.1) (3) implies that vx=px= 
=OE WK. QED 
REMARK 4.6. If F is excellent, ati [L: F]> 2 t&n L may not be excellent. 
In fact, let F=Fo((x))((y)) h w ere FO is the quadratic closure of Q. For 
any n > 2, let LO be an extension of degree n over FO which is not quadrati- 
cally closed. Then L = J~J( z))( (2)) is an extension of degree n over F, and 
u(L) = 4S~(.L~) > 4, so .L is not an excellent field. 
aoaonLday 4.7. Any excellent j&do? F is drongly l-amenuble. 
PROOB. As usual, we may assume that F is non-real. Let K be a Unite 
multi-quadratic extension of F. By the above theorem, R and any field 
L 3_ F of codimension 2 in K are excellent. Thus, u(K) < 4, and the earlier 
proof for Prop. 3.6 carries over verbatim. QED 
Note added in proof : 
Since this peper ~8s written, J. P. Tignol and the suthors have independently 
found the first examples of fields which 8~ not l-amenable. Speoifically, diegram 
(1.1) above is not ex8ot et WF if F is the rstional function field Q(t), with r=3, 
al=& ajlP=-1, Qg=1+t*. 
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